W'e show that very deep gratings may yield either enhanced specular or enhanced antispecuiar diffracted intensities when the direction of incidence coincides with that of an order of the diffraction pattern. Alternatively, for other angles of incidence the diffracted intensities are either strong in the specular or are uniformly distributed between all orders. Calculations are made for several profiles, all showing similar characteristics, in particular, an oscillatory behavior of the intensities with the amplitude of the corrugation.
I. INTRODUCTION The phenomenon of enhanced backscattering of light has been predicted theoretically ' in connection with the effect of surface polariton localization in slightly rough random surface. One-dimensional numerical calculations for this case have also been reported. ' In addition, experimental observations of enhanced backscattered visible and infrared electromagnetic waves from very rough perfectly conductive random surfaces have recently been published. ' One-dimensional calculations to interpreting this effect were also made, concluding that in this case the enhancement results are due to pure interference between the elastically scattered waves.
These two aforementioned cases appear to be included in the general phenomenon of weak localization of photons in random media, also observed in light scattering from disordered volumes (a brief review with references may be found in Ref. 8) .
As for the case of perfectly conductive surfaces, one may wonder how the interference effect will be affected by the geometry of the surface profile. ' ' . ' pros, and by using th cedure seems to be ca ry condition. This proo e capable of dealin ' ' n lt d tl t }1' h 
The ele ctric and magn t' e ic vectors ar are, respectively, '' 
Analogously, for p waves, the extinction theorem reads H '(r )=-
where the Green function for p waves is given by the expansion
Then the corresponding diffracted amplitudes are 
and satisfy the unitarity condition:
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The series, Eqs. (7) or (12) Fig. 3 Fig. 3(b) of Ref. 15. There only the n =0 and n = -2 intensities are appreciably enhanced.
One may gain insight by studying the dependence of the dift'racted beams with h. Figure 4 (a) shows this behavcillatory rainbow pattern of the orders (that was noted for the zeroth and first dispersive orders) exhibits a large amount of the diffracted energy flowing forth and back between the specular and the antispecular. 4(b or incidence angles at which no antispecular ' t~F }], the specular also oscillates with high amplitudes, ut at its minima the diffracted energy is shared more uniformly by all the other orders. As expected for a rainbow pattern, as 00 increases, the period of the oscillations becomes lar er. A g . s seen, the unitarity is satisfactory ũ~~t o h = -3k. Also reciprocity holds, i.e. , given the symme-0 up try of the profile, the intensity n =1 (8=57. 6'} for 8 =16. 3' for instance, equals that corresponding to n= -1 8=16. 3') for 8p=57. 6. As another example, the intensities at n = -2 for 8p=16. 3' and 8p --57. 6' are equal.
As the grating period a increases and more propagating orders appear, the peaks of the 00 diagrams become s arper and more background of their tails is present. Figures 5 and 6 show the diffracted intensities vers 0 us p or s waves, for a=4.44K, and h =2.12K, , and for a=6.66K, and h=7.35K, , respectively. The h dependence for the first of these two cases is shown in Fig. 7 for some intensities and for four incidence angles, 0 =0' 26. 8 Fig. 8(b) . For this particular profile, or which the apex is flatter than the bottom, the specular tends to dominate. This is more marked at larger 0O (a) ( - however, the antispecular is more enhanced, as shown by Fig. 9(a) (a = 1.78k,) . Once again, for incidence angles at which no antispecular intensity exists, the specular exhibits the same behavior as for the sinusoidal grating [Fig. 9(b) 
